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NOISE and VIBRATION ISOLATING 
STRUCTURAL DECOUPLING CONNECTORS 

Please contact us for copies of the long form acoustic test reports  

BCD is pleased to publish the results of recent laboratory testing of HushFrame decoupling 
Raft connectors installed in high performance light gauge metal stud partitions. 

Riverbank Acoustical Laboratories 
certified test reports 

  
RAL-TL19-333   STC 54 

  
  

RAL-TL19-332   STC 64 
  
  

RAL-TL19-325   STC 65 
UL design W473 - 90 minutes 

  
  

RAL-TL19-326   STC 64 
UL design W473 - 90 minutes 

  
  
  

RAL-TL19-327   STC 64 
UL design W473 - 90 minutes 

  
  
  

RAL-TL19-331   STC 66 
UL design W473 - 90 minutes 

Metal stud wall assembly composition 

2-1/2” - 25 gauge - 24” o.c. - R13 unfaced fiberglass  
single layer 5/8” type X gypsum board 

  
2-1/2” - 25 gauge - 24” o.c. - R13 unfaced fiberglass 

double layer 5/8” type X gypsum board 

  
3-5/8” - 20 gauge - 24” o.c. - R13 unfaced fiberglass 

double layer 5/8” type X gypsum board 

  
3-5/8” - 20 gauge - 24” o.c. - R13 unfaced fiberglass 

double layer 5/8” type X gypsum board 
with max. UL allowed electrical boxes 

  
3-5/8” - 20 gauge - 24” o.c. - R13 unfaced fiberglass 

double layer 5/8” type X gypsum board 
with max. UL allowed electrical boxes 

protected by fire-stop putty pads 

  
3-5/8” - 20 gauge - 24” o.c. - R19 unfaced fiberglass 

double layer 5/8” type X gypsum board 

For controlling the movement of sound through walls, floor/ceiling assemblies, and associated components of buildings. 

Proudly made in the USA 

Superior acoustic  performance for a fraction of what others cost 
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High Performance Metal Stud Partition 

Utilizing HushFrame Decoupling Rafts 

The results when compared to all others... 

1.) Lowest cost by a wide margin 
2.) Highest certified  laboratory STC ratings 

3.) Maximum exposure UL fire resistance rating 
4.) Greatest structural loading, tension and shear 

.com 

Attach the Rafts to the studs and the hat channel to the Rafts 

Eliminate the air-spring, insulate the stud bay... 
Unfaced fiberglass batts perform best 

Leave a small gap between the gypsum panels and 

the adjacent assembly surface.  1/8” works perfectly to 

defeat flanking noise, fill the gap with soft caulking 

Attach all device boxes, fans, and such to the hat channel on 

the decoupled side and only sacrifice one STC point 

HushFrame Decoupling 

Raft Connector 










